
China high quality heat-soaked toughened glass suppliers

What is heat soaked tempered glass ? 

Heat strengthened treatment is also called "detonation". The heat soaking treatment is to heat the
tempered glass to 290 °C ± 10 °C, and holding definite times, to urge the nickel sulfide can quickly
complete the crystal phase transformation in the tempered glass, so that the tempered glass which may
be self-explosive after use,to artificially broken in advance in the factory’s heat soaked furnace. Thereby
reducing the self-explosion of the tempered glass in use after installation. This method generally uses hot
air as a heating medium, which is called "Heat Soak Test" , referred to as HST, and is literally translated as
heat strengthened treatment.

 

The specification of the heat soaked tested glass

 
1) Max size in 3300*12000mm, any customized size can be well done meet your requested.

 2) Glass color: except of clear, others available in ultra clear, green, blue, bronze, etc

3) Glass type: clear heat soaked glass, low iron heat soaked tempered glass,
 tinted heat strengthened tempered glass, reflective heat soaked glass,
acid etched heat soaked tempered glass, silk screen printed heat soaked toughened glass,
 heat soaked laminated glass, heat soaked insulated glass,etc
 
 4) Glass shape: flat heat soaked glass or curved heat soaked glass are available.
 
5)Special processing, like flat polished edge, beveled edge, round safety corner, drill holes, …,
all need to be finished before tempering. Holes finished by your CAD draft,
logo printing also can be finished by AI file, etc.

Advantage & Characteristics of Heat Strengthened Tempered (also called Fully Tempered)
Glass:

Provides higher thermal and mechanical strength than annealed or heat-strengthened glass.

Approximately 4X the mechanical and thermal strength of annealed glass.

Tempered glass retains the normal properties of annealed glass including chemical resistance, hardness,
expansion and deflection. It does not retain normal strength and breakage characteristics.

The break pattern for tempered glass is a pattern of small dices or particles. This is considered much safer
than the often large sharp shards that may result from broken annealed or heat strengthened glass. Fully
Tempered glass is often referred to as “Safety Glass” because of the break pattern.

May be prone to spontaneous breakage due to inclusions or tiny impurities in the glass such as nickel
sulfide or if a treatment such as machining was applied to the edge post tempering causing the glass to
weaken.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Tempered-Glass.htm
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Ceramic-Frit-Glass.htm
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Laminated-Glass.htm
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Insulated-Glass.htm


 

What is the function & application of this product?

The use of heat-soaked tempered glass is recommended where the risk of spontaneous breakage would
cause difficulty, either from a replacement point of view, or where falling glass fragments may be
unsuitable, such as roof or high level glazing, balustrades, screens and high level curtain walling.

Heat soak glass is appropriate where there is a risk of human impact. If breakage does occur, the breakage
pattern is such that the resultant pieces of glass are relatively harmless and are unlikely to cause severe
injury.

 

How to processed heat soaked tempered glass/ laminated glass/ insulated glass



 

 

Safety Packing and Loading:



The glass project of heat soaked tempered glass, heat soaked tempered laminated glass, h
eat soaked insulated glass,etc




